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INFORMATION

The tender has been advertised on the Contracts Finder as
per Financial Regulations. I have dealt with around 30
enquiries and have conducted 7 site surveys and received
EV Chargers
two completed tenders. The deadline is 05 November and
all tenders will be considered at the Policy and Resources
meeting.
I have received a complaint regarding the withdrawal of
Holiday Let parking permits to holiday lets and second homes. This
Permits
complaint will be considered at the Policy and Resources
meeting.
Ian and I met with Karl Melville on Thursday 21 October.
We had a positive meeting and Karl has suggested a site
Highways
meeting with YDNPA Planners to sort out the issues
surrounding Barth and Stonehouse Bridge. We are
currently trying to arrange this.
Delivery of new goal posts for the playing field funded from
the money received from Dentdale Show along with a
Goal Posts
grant from the Football Foundation has been delayed due
to availability of a smaller delivery vehicle.
I am still awaiting a response from Charge My Street
Charge My
regarding the groundworks. I have also requested that the
Street
lamp posts are lowered and painted black along with the
crash barrier around the charging units.
The windows for the toilet block will be fitted as soon as
Car Park
the weather is ok. A 30% deposit has now been paid on
Improvements
these.
The phone box outside the reading room has now had a
new coat of paint applied. While there is still work to do on
Phone Box
the inside etc. it is looking much tidier. I have passed on
thanks to Andy Horrocks.
I have issued the invoice for the new footway light next to
Sepia Barn
Sepia Barn to Mr French.
I have had cause to refund three people for overpayments
through the ticket machine. This has been misuse by the
Ticket
user and not the fault of the machine. I have now placed
Machine
instructions on the machine for its use and a notice
advising no refunds will be issued.
I have been copied in to a number of emails between Dr.
Obale and Castles and Coasts Housing Association. Dr.
Obale seems to be complaining about repairs to his flat
Francis Obale that have not been done, however CCHA advise that he
denies them entry and has rent arrears. I have advised Dr.
Obale and CCHA that while the council wishes to assist its
residents, it cannot get involved in this kind of dispute.
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Dodderham
Moss
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Waste Bins

I have been contacted by a solicitor from Preston who
owns one of the properties relating to Turbary Rights at
Dodderham Moss. He has taken on the task of writing to
For Info
the tenant to try to get the outstanding rent paid. He does
not wish to take on the job full time though. This will need
to go back to the Amenities and Environment Committee.
Ian and I met with Andrew Vickers and other colleagues
from SLDC regarding the emptying of waste bins in Dent.
We walked round the village and agreed to the removal of
the dog waste bin at the bottom of High Laning campsite to
For Info
be replaced with a standard waste bin. Repositioning of the
waste bin at the top of Beech Hill to outside the shop and
repositioning of the bin opposite the entrance to the playing
field.

